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There is a lot of misunderstanding online in regards to the position of JoS in regards to Jews.

Ironically, every other group or religion is allowed to dislike or want outside of itself specific segments of people, or the population, or even other “peoples” all together. This is why people divide in religious groups, because they want people with specific ideals to not be in their midst and they want to be with other likewise people of themselves, in spirit.

When it comes to the JoS, this is not recognized as a right.

When it comes to everyone else, it is recognized as a right and seen as normal. Regardless, every so often, we have sentimental arguments against this position of the JoS and trying to pretend that this is the biggest evil in the world to dislike jews.

We consider this behavior to be psychopathic on the behalf of this people, who feel themselves entitled to enforce everyone to love anyone else, despite of their actions or historical behavior. This is the mentality of forced love and rapists, and is very common in Christianity, Islam and Judaism, all of which do hate essentially what isn’t part of them exclusively, or around 99% of the human population.

On the other hand, the Joy of Satan dislikes something which is possibly 0.8% of the global population, but people consider this very weird of a tendency. This perception that this couldn’t be the case, represents only a program put inside the minds of the masses, primarily due to media brainwashing.

However, this perception of this normal approach of ours being “Evil”, is concocted out of the idea that jews are somehow a privileged class of unique people, that has rights of access everywhere, or that should be liked everywhere - DESPITE OF HOWEVER THEY BEHAVE OR WHAT THEIR MOTIVATIONS OR ACTIONS ARE AGAINST ANYBODY.

This sentimental argument is based on the idea that they were “holocausted” once upon a time, which, brainwashed people argue, does give them rights to do usury, lead everyone, censor all opposition, genocide Palestinians, dictate what
people think, impose their Rabbi as the National Symbol for all Gentiles, procure barbarism and death - and what more.

Almost every other Gentile race has fell victim to some form of genocide, and in their case, real genocides, but none were treated with this privileged status, compared to jews. That is because jews marketed strongly what happened to their "Race", to use this as emotional leverage to blind the logic of people on earth, and get them to put them on privileged status through promotion of their eternal "Victim status".

This was done of course, to create a sense of immunity for their race, put their race beyond judgement and criticism, and enforce themselves on the rest of the world.

We do not agree with the above conception of evil, because it’s merely illogical and is borne out of media brainwashing, which we have been immune to. In this case, we can see the plain reality and justice centered understanding, evaluating the jews as a lifeform in its historical context, no higher in moral value or any other value than other lifeforms. The only place where jews are indeed unequal to the highest level compared to everyone else in the world, is their unparalleled levels of hatred and evil.

Speaking of “not wanting people in our midst” and how this is “evil”, the people who follow the Abrahamic Programs [from Abraham, the patriarch of the "jewish people" - stolen from Hindu God Brahma] have something to say about “out groups” and not wanting to tolerate or even hating other human beings. Jews are in reality the most hateful to outsiders, religious group to ever walk this earth. Jews themselves, do consider every non-jew [or 99% of the human population], a “Goyim”, which in their language of Hebrew, Translates to Animal. This excludes 99% of the human population from being a Jew. Jews don’t allow black people who claim to be jewish to get in. In their apocalyptic writings, penned by top rabbis, they dream of world domination, enslavement of all Gentiles, global ruin of the planet or bringing of famines and ruin as the “Will of God” and so on.

Christians are allowed to discriminate against the non-christians, which is approximately many billions of people. Christian policies of death and mass genocide begin in the late Roman Empire, where extermination of tens of millions of Roman or Greek citizens did commence, so that Christianity could impose itself. The situation continued through the Middle Ages and continues to this very day.
Muslims are allowed to behead or want to impose Sharia Law on Christians and even Jews. Terrorist attacks, slaying every non-Muslim of the Middle East, desecration of every temple of Pagan peoples, all of these were the daily life of Muslims for centuries.

In the books of all of the above, there are rewards for waging war on essentially what is billions of other people.

Jews are allowed in particular to express their interests, even if these are contrarian to the interests of all humanity, in their writings. Since their race and religious group has over the centuries become powerful, they openly express these in movies, National Literature of Gentiles, religious texts that Gentiles have adopted and so on. They rant openly about their supremacy, and their “Wise jews” or the pinnacle of their National religious literature, is at war to this day with all of what they perceive as “Non Jewish”.

All of these above, are opposed to literally billions of people, have waged wars, killed people by the millions of the opposing group. Jews themselves are agitating, attacking and genociding on an active basis since 1950, as many Arabs as they can. Their overwhelming influence of Western Politics, Media and other places of control, and how they behave for their very own interest, is known by everyone.

Jews are allowed to have a racial dimension of this, considering their “Tribe” or race the superior above all, which they articulate gives them the rights to abuse, genocide, financially enslave every other peoples, all while enforcing the telltales of their “Religion” onto them.

The Joy of Satan welcomes and accepts 99% of the human population, which are people who aren’t Jewish. We do not want any jews in there, nor racially, nor religiously.

The people that we do not want are the Jewish people. Our reasons for accepting 99% of human beings but not them, are strongly metaphysical, but also physical and related to their history of how they have been acting in known history.

First of all, the jews have created what Satan and the Gods have been smeared over, namely, Christianity, Islam and Judaism. These are the only three religions in the history of mankind that have procured the highest amount of ignorance, bloodshed and destruction to whatever religion existed before them.
These religions, except of preaching that life is evil, existence is evil, or containing endless notions that are not only illogical but centered in full bigotry and evil, have destroyed society. Humanity has went due to them from its scientific, spiritual and knowledge peak, straight into the Middle Ages.

All the above religions, being based off of what we consider psychopathic lies generated by the jewish people, who in their attempt to subvert the Roman Empire at the time, gave birth to a gigantic hoax - almost destroyed everything humanity has been laboring so long to create.

The entirety of this hoax has satisfied evil, bloodshed and barbarism all over earth, that has been unceasing. It’s the 21st century, and these programs are indeed still procuring human stupidity, removal of freedom and mass destruction at the maximum rate. Since everyone is so accustomed to these programs, they appear “Logical” to people, even if these involve literally all of mankind or every other culture in the category of their enemies.

We on the other hand like 99% of the human population, and dislike 1% - the jews which are only a smallest aspect of the global population. By logical standards, that is perfectly acceptable and on part of every other “Religion”.

In regards to the metaphysical reasons we do harbor these beliefs, we know that jews stand out different from the rest of the human species walking this planet, something proven also by their history, most of it which is not good. Their unusual capacities of theft, creating hoaxes, deceiving people, and their consistent and incessant desire to rise to position of power on the people that they hate - later on driving them to the cliffs Nationally, is a subject that has baffled many researchers and many people who have been awake to the “jewish question”.

Jews are also a particular race of people that has used occult knowledge to further its own ends, even if this means the complete failure and destruction for any other peoples involved. They have put themselves in the center of civilization, and civilizations are somehow supposed to serve their interests or treat them as a privileged caste, with the ability to even verbally judge them considering an “Offense”.

Certain theorists like David Icke or others, have mentioned that they are literally “Shapeshifting Reptilians”, but these ideas as we have explained are irrational and insane. In our view, what we broadly refer to as the “Jewish Soul”, which is the metaphysical element of what makes a jew into a jew, is essentially an energetic form influenced by what humanity has collectively called Reptilians.
This happens on a metaphysical level, but we also believe that aliens have been on this earth, and that they have manipulated genetically the Jewish people, something they do themselves admit in their occult writings, one proof of this being the "Jewish only" Cohen Gene.

The combination of these manipulations, a specific set of behaviors that look solely after their own interest, their troubled history of lies and bloodshed, and generally the fact that they have offered nothing to humanity but darkness in their overwhelming majority, while censoring everyone and killing everyone that had anything not positive to say about them, is something rather alarming.

The stateless state of Jews until 1950, was also a contributing factor to the reality that they had no land of their own, which is very weird considering every people of the Ancient Past [Pagan people] did have land of their own, or took land of their own. In contrast to the behavior of all human races and peoples, the Jews always lived in the midst of other races, which they generally took over, manipulated, or betrayed from the inside. These stories are illustrated in their own Jewish history books, and they are not invented offense by us.

In their books there are curses, defamation, attacks, slander and wishes of death for generally what is most Gentile people. Their “Promised land” is when all the Gentiles are dead or “Judged” by some Jew sitting on the clouds, which will throw them into hellfire and eternal mortal suffering. In our view, that is psychologically unsound and a covert manifestation of a spirit of hate and evil not generally easily found in any other Gentile population.

The Joy of Satan does welcome all non-Jewish people irrespective of gender, background, social or financial status. We do not welcome Jews under any of the above.

While we would like it that they behaved themselves and stopped going down this purely evil route, for the sake of humanity and the world, the same moot expectations have been put in place by many in history who found themselves dead trying to change the Jews. Indeed if the Jews stopped all of this evil, slandering and everything else, arguably, people would not hate them globally.

To this hate, Jews, in a typical psychopathic and sociopathic fashion, do reply with asinine arguments such as that “You are bigots”, “You hate us because we are the best” and other nonsense that is purely emotional and borders the final stages of schizophrenia. In our view, these reactions have only given credence to our theories that they are indeed alien creatures and infested astrally, walking possessed into this earth, bringing evil and damnation onto mankind.
Strangely enough, the Jews themselves through Rabbi Latiman also have admitted to being literal alien lifeforms, that were “seeded here” in a mission to “take over earth” and change it in their “image”. What you read on this website and you consider a fringe theory of “Bigoted Satanists”, is actually merely things the jews have claimed about themselves. In our view, these statements do reflect a disgusting Truth based on facts.

Lastly, we know this is not going to change, as it has not changed for the last 25 or more centuries. As they have taken down the Roman Empire, they will attempt to take down the United States. As they have conspired against all the Nations that hosted them and all people that treated them kindly, leading to their death, so they will behave in the same manner yet again. They had major opportunities to change their behavior, but never decided to do so on a collective level.

Every other race of people has moved on from hatred, with long lasting hatred being a thing between many races, but this amount of hate and evil has never been observed before in all of history - in most cases being completely unjustified and just a product of a strange inflated idea that jews have for themselves. Their unusually high degree of schizophrenia, psychopathy and sociopathy on a racial level, is also in itself quite revealing, as they have been procuring these traits in their people and considered them desirable for centuries.

Sentimental and emotional nonsense about the jews, or arguments that one has a jewish friend, or a girlfriend [ew, literally], or even a niece, do not change anything of the above. These are only emotionally twisted arguments in denial of history, the sayings of the jews themselves about themselves, and the rather evident reality on how they act.

To mention a late example, look at Jared Kushner and how he literally was strangulating all of the United States internal political offices for the benefit of Israel, solely. And what did that entail? The death of many people in the region for no reason, a situation continuing since the first day of Israel’s inception.

Should we mention the Pandemic situation and how the measures of Israel, are somehow “Magically” being attempted to be enforced globally, or how proponents of microchipping people or everything anti-freedom, happen to always be overwhelmingly jewish? Or that politicians who speak of replacing the native Western populations and even other races who happen to be citizens, with Muslim mobs, also happen to be Jewish?

Pointing out this race’s crimes is however oftentimes impossible, as they have no end to them. We have rights to dislike them and want them out of our living territory, religion, or everything that deals with our survival. Gentiles are not
allowed to go live in Israel in the billions, and they get genocided if they enter or live among them. The least we can do is call them out on these inhuman practices and oppose to them morally and spiritually.

It’s the jews and jewish religious offshoots that have caused extensive hatred and pain to humanity, while providing literally nothing in return that is of use and advancement that have to be guilty of everything that they say anyone else has to be guilty of.

Oftentimes, people are brainwashed under the guise of “universalism” [also created by jews] to rank in and consider jews the same as all other peoples, but this comes from a denial of their history and emotional argumentation, not reality. And it certainly does NOT come out of the statement of the jews themselves about themselves.

We could say in a sense, when these people that defend the jews, try to stand up for them against “Bigots”, that they are not only defending this world’s biggest bigots, but that they are also denying everything the jews have specified and communicated in their own culture about themselves.

If we are to move to the perspective of these useful idiots - we will tell you that we take the statements of jews MORE seriously than YOU do, it is not that we are undermining them or considering them just a bunch of insane people. Despite of being solely a bunch of overrated and insane people, with an unusual amount of inordinate mental illnesses, jews are also a people that this world has wrongly empowered, something which they have said is going to be used to usher a world where everyone else but themselves ends up as a material and spiritual slave.

We do not like this position and we do not like the fact that these have been their aims for so long, something around of 25 centuries without cessation. Even more unfortunate is the case that this gathering of insane people has been empowered [by servile worship of the masses] to the extent that they can abuse everyone else on an unceasing basis. We consider them a minority, unimportant, alien, disturbing, and worthy of nemesis or divine punishment. On a note more related to Spiritual Satanism, we do oppose them entirely and fully, because they are the source of all destruction of our Ancient Cultures, our Gods, and the infinite knowledge and wisdom the Gods brought to humanity.

In our view and in our writings we also reflect that the Gods are in a way, aliens or come from other levels of existence, bringing to humanity enlightenment, civilization, support and empowerment. The enemy does the reverse, as it’s proven by every historical time where their teachings have “Prevailed”. We also
view this war as a spiritual war of annihilation between these two sides, with the broad populace of humanity just sitting in the middle, shackled in ignorance by the Abrahamic programs - of course.

For this reason, we oppose them to defend 99% of the global human population.

[Luis] wrote:

This a very good post. I think thanks to our rituals the binding spell blocking people from seeing the jews as aliens is being destroyed. I mean who looks at this and does not think they are not fully from this planet?

or this (Mario Draghi who is right now the prime minister of Italy...)
They are not and this is what they themselves have admitted. We just brought this knowledge to the masses which is basically from internal memos and statements or religious texts of the jewish people.

We have done nothing but make this knowledge of jewish claims public and bring it in front of people, in contrast to the jews who kept this knowledge in tightly closed circles to procure their conspiracy against all of other people.

That’s all there is to that.